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[CCM-TI 28,550,619 SHS. 
GO- 

[RTC-ALBERTA] 4,256,928 SHS. 
POLARIS TAKU MAJOR DEVELOPMENT - Bradfoni 1. Cooke, 
PROGRAM PLANNED FOR 1996 prcs ident, Can  arc 

Resource Corp., reports 
a preliminary financial analysis of the Polaris Taku gold oroiect 
Atlin, northwest B.C., has returned posltlve economics. acco 
to the engineering firm, h u o r  Daniel Wright Inc. The project site is 
on the Tulsequah River close to tidewater at about 500 feet above sea 
level. Canarc has decided to proceed with an underground program 
and feasibility study in 1996. SEE MAY & BASE CASE FINANCIAL 
MODEL OVERLEAF P. 1. 

Canarc plans a $5,000,000 program for 1996, including re- 
open the Polaris adit and internal shaft, de-water the underground 
workings, and complete 4,000 feet of drifting and 150,000 feet of 
drilling to prove up part of the current 1,100,000-oz. geological 
resource in tbe C, Y and AB veins. 

A final pre-feasibility study will be ready by May so a mine 
development permit application can be submitted to the B.C. 
Government in June. Completion of a bankable feasibility study in  
the first quarter of 1997 should allow Canarc to fmance and construct 
the mine for the start of gold production by the end of 1998, 
ssuming the project is given the go-ahead. 

The feasibility work is underway with engineering. 
metallurgical and environmental studies in progress. The mine rz- 
opening. de-watering, development and drilling program is expected 
to start in June. Canarc is seeking fmancing for the program. 

Mr.Cooke said, "Polaris Taku can be a Top10 gold mine in  
Canada by 1999." 

Fluor Daniel Wright summary of the conceptual projcc 
operations and economics is as follows: - 
Ore T s  High-grade. refractory, meso thermal veins have moderate 
dips and variable thicknesses in three main sets - AB, C, Y - 
containing about 2,000 tons per vertical foot. 

e Reserves; Geological resources total 1.100.000 oz. golc 
contained in 2,600,000 tons grading 0.43 ot/ton at a 0.20 oz/tox 
cut-off grade, management expects a significant increase based 01 

1995 dnlling results. 
Underground track haulage using adit access and , 

1,600-foot internal shaft similar to previous mining operations bu 
with combined manual and mechanical drilling, blasting an( 
mucking to ore passes, ore hoisted to surface and trammed tc 
crushing plant. 
Mine Multiple stoping techniques using delayed backfill 
including blast hole open stoping, shrinkage, cut and fill, room sac 
pillar, panel and fill techniques. 

ess TVDL Refractory, arsenical sulphide-cubonate-silicate or4 
requires autoclave processing similu to Campbell Red Lake mine 01 
Placer Dome to produce gold dore bars on-site. 
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e e  Prirndy md secondary crushiny, ball- mill 

grinding, flash flotation. cyclone classification. normal flotation. 
concenrr ate filtering, acid pre-treatment, autoclave pressure 
oxidation. CIL cyanidaticn of both pregnant sluny and railings. 

I '  

carbon stripping and gold refmlng to produce dore bars. 
€C)NTINI,fED ON PAGE 1WO- I 

CANARC RESOURCE CORP. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE- - Benign quartz-carbonate-silicate tailings where arsenic 

forms stable femc-arsenate and cyanide is recovered or destroyed by 
commercial processes, tailings to be used for backfill in mine, 
therefore. no tailings pond or dam needed for first five years of 
production, two tailings impoundment areas already identified for 
last five years of production. 
power: Diesel generators with six megawatt capacity using bunker 
fuel - there is an attractive hydro site near the BCtAlaska border 
which could be pursued, subject to government permitting and 
support, in order to reduce operating costs once the mine is in 
production. 
Access: Two existing airstrips and historic barge landing to be 
upgraded to allow fly-in operations for manpower and light supplies 
and seasonal barging operations for bulk fuel and capital equipment - 
Redfem Resources Ltd. have applied for a road permit from the 
Tulsequah River to Atlin. B.C. which, if approved, would be an 
attractive alternative access option for Canarc. 

Fluor Daniel Wright believes the economics of the operation 
can be improved in a number of ways and require furthr studies. 

Mining of higher grade material during the first two years of 
operation should decrease the payback period. In addition, an 
increase in plant throughput would have a significant, positive 
impact on the profitability of the mining operation. 

An extended case financial model at 1,200 tpd will be evaluated 
over the next few months on the basis of increased gold reserves. 
The AB, C and Y veins, as indicated by the svcfcssful 1995 deep drill 
results, have the potential to support a larger plant capacity. In 
addition, the North Zone is being evaluated for its low cost, bulk 
underground mining potential. 

The Polaris Taku project is 100%-owned by Canarc, subject to a 
10% net profits interest held by Rembrandt Gold Mines Ltd. Canarc 
issued 150,000 shares in Apr/94 to lower Rembrandt's 15% NPI to 
10%. (SEE GCNL N0.238,12Dec95, P.3 FOR PREVIOUS POLARIS 
TAKU PROJECT INFORMA'IION) 
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CANARC RESOURCE CORP. 
REMBRMJDT GOLD MINES L'TD. 

POLARIS-T.U<U PROJECT 
Northwest B.C. 

REOF ERN RESOURCES 
/- TULSEWM CHIEF 

Bmse-Case financial Model 6 U.S.1 

: 750tpd. 
: 17% assumed 
: 0.35 to 0.40 opt. 
: 90% to 95% 
: 90,000 ogy. 
: 1Deyears. 
: $389 
: s47milliQa 
: $65 to S80 p a  rn or $200 to $240 pet 02. 
: 0.73, 
: S35 milliocl per year or $346 million totai. 
: $13 miiltonpcr >ear or 3137 million tea prc-tax. 
: 356 million :a 0% DCF after a x  and capital recovery. 
: 21% after tax or 27% bcfbrc t;tx 
: 3.3 ymn. 


